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ABSTRACT
The nanomechanical properties of micropatterned nanomembranes containing gold nanoparticle microarrays were investigated with the buckling
instability method. An unusual, complex pattern of buckling instability was observed for the nanoscale polymeric films under compressive
stresses. An intriguing two-stage wrinkling was observed for these nanoscale films with spatially correlated instabilities. Two concurrent
strain-dependent buckling modes were observed above a certain critical strain. Transformation from conventional transversal buckling mode
to zigzag buckling is attributed to the development of the biaxial stress along the boundary lines for micropatterned areas. The binary buckling
pattern observed here allowed the “one-shot” evaluation of the elastic moduli of two compositionally different regions (with and without gold
nanoparticles).

Micromechanical instabilities of nanoscale polymeric films
under stresses (mechanical or thermal) resulting in the
formation of spontaneous regular buckling patterns (wrinkling) is considered to be important for both measuring
nanoscale mechanical properties and as a nonlithography
route for microscopic patterning. Thermodynamically driven
to minimize the elastic strain energy, this Euler-type instability has been known for many years and is frequently found
in nature (e.g., aging human skin).1 However, recent buckling
instability patterns guided by predesigned substrates can be
highly ordered and strikingly uniform at different length
scales with diversity in shape and size.2-4 Tunable optical
gratings, waveguide structures, thermal and acoustic microsensors, and microfluidic arrays can be thought of as
prospective applications.5-10 The vast majority of research
conducted to date has been limited to thin metal films on
elastic substrates or surface-treated elastomers. Very few
studies have focused on buckling phenomena of uniform
ultrathin polymer films11 and nanoscale films such as layerby-layer (LbL) films.12
In this letter, we report the nanomechanical properties of
two-phase nanoscale LbL films with gold nanoparticles
encapsulated into multilayered LbL films in a patterned
manner (Figure 1). Two strain-dependent buckling modes
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(binary buckling) were observed under compressive strain.
Above first critical strain, the transversal buckling of stiffer
regions was observed, and exceeding second critical strain
resulted in zigzag buckling across stiff and compliant regions.
Reorientation of wrinkles accompanying this transformation
is attributed to the development of the biaxial stress due to
nontangential orientation of compressive stresses in the
vicinity of the boundary lines and significant shear stresses
caused by mismatch in the regional compliances.
Nanoscale LbL films with precise subnanometer control
over the assembly of various functionalized blocks are of
increasing interest because of prospective applications in
modern micro- and nanodevices.13-19 The nanoscale LbL
films studied here are prepared with LbL assembly, which
involves alternating adsorption of oppositely charged functional blocks.20-22 LbL films of encapsulated gold nanoparticles (13 nm diameter)23 in poly(allylamine hydrochloride)
(PAH) and poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) matrix,
with a formula (PAH/PSS)9PAH/Au/(PAH/PSS)9PAH
(designated below as 9G*9), were fabricated with spinassisted LbL assembly combined with microprinting.24,25 The
free-standing LbL films were transferred to a PDMS substrate
and compressed by 0.1-0.5% (compressive stresses 2-10
kPa). Finite element analysis (FEA) was used to estimate
the stress distribution with COMSOL Multiphysics 3.2.
The atomic force microscopy (AFM) image shows the
two-phase microstructure of the LbL film with alternating

Figure 1. (a) AFM image of 9G*9 LbL film showing the vertical
regions of encapsulated gold nanoparticles (brighter stripes) alternating with all-polymeric LbL regions. The schematic (b) represents
the side-view of the LbL film in the free-standing state with
patterned gold nanoparticles and a corresponding close view
(bottom, ref 17).

regions of polyelectrolyte multilayers without (54 nm thick)
and with (60 nm thick) gold nanoparticles (Figure 1). The
stripes (3 µm wide) reinforced with gold nanoparticles (∼4
volume %) are separated by 7-µm-wide regions, making the
overall periodicity 10 µm (for a detailed discussion of LbL
microstructure see ref 17). The hypothesis in this study was
that the presence/absence of gold nanoparticles in the selected
regions resulting in different elastic properties could affect
their buckling behavior, leading to complex buckling of the
instability pattern. In fact, a gentle compression (∼0.2%
strain) of the LbL film along stripes resulted in immediate
appearance of peculiar transversal periodic buckling patterns
strictly confined to stiffer gold-containing regions with very
few of them extending across all-polymeric regions, as
observed in both optical micrographs and AFM images.
Three representative images are shown in Figure 2, and more
selected experimental results for different surface locations
and different magnifications are provided in the Supporting
Information. AFM images demonstrate that these wrinkles
indeed represent modulated surface topography with amplitude of 80 nm (Figure 2b and c). Spacing of these wrinkles
determined from optical micrographs was 2.9 ( 0.3 µm,
which is consistent with that obtained from AFM images
(see below). The spacing quoted here was obtained from 1D
and 2D FFT data, which provide the parameters averaged
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over a whole image and typically includes about a hundred
wrinkles. Therefore, the overall analysis performed here
included about 1000 wrinkles.
As demonstrated in large-scale optical images, although
about 80% of the film surface shows uniform buckling
behavior, the film deformation also involves the formation
of flat regions and microcracks running parallel to the strain
direction (see Figure 2a and the Supporting Information).
The appearance of these defects is related to both local
delamination of the film and other modes of stress release.7
A closer inspection of AFM images reveals that the
amplitude of the buckling pattern is considerably different
in certain regions, which is related to the localized stress
distribution due to the variable adhesion and delamination,
especially near the cracks and other defect areas. However,
because the periodicity of these buckling patterns is independent of the amplitude as far as the local stress is higher
than the critical stress, in our experiments we measure only
threshold stress, which is independent of compression.
Further compression of the LbL films above 0.3% strain
resulted in a sudden transformation of the initial buckling
pattern with the reorientation of the initial transversal
buckling and the formation of the new skewed wrinkles
between gold-containing stripes (Figure 2d and Supporting
Information). These buckling patterns with zigzag wrinkles
expanded over many alternating regions (Figure 2d). The
inset in Figure 2d (14 × 14 µm2) provides a closer look at
the boundary line, revealing not only clearly different
periodicity but also a bend occurring at the boundary line.
Finally, at even higher strains exceeding 1% a network of
microcracks was formed26 (see the Supporting Information).
Data analysis with more than 10 optical images, with
different samples and surface locations, were conducted and
the typical results of the analysis of these complex buckling
patterns with 2D Fourier transforms (FT) demonstrates three
distinctive Fourier components related to the overall periodicity of the micropattern (d ) 10 µm) along with the
smeared close spots at much larger wavenumbers (Figure
2e). These two other components correspond to the buckling
modes with different periodicities λ 1 and λ 2, arranged at an
angle β to the boundary normal (39°) and with an angle R
(∼5°) between them. To obtain precise values of corresponding periodicities, we analyzed cross-sectional profiles
along several principal directions of the buckling pattern
(Figure 3). Profile 3a describes primary spacing caused by
a micropattern, which reveals itself in a strong peak on 1D
FT at 10 µm (Figure 3a). Corresponding sections along two
other buckling modes generate periodic profiles and sharp
1D Fourier peaks, which give the wrinkle periodicity λ1 )
2.1 ( 0.2 µm (as calculated after correction on optical
doubling) for the regions without gold nanoparticles and λ2
) 2.9 ( 0.3 µm for the regions with gold nanoparticles
(which is close to that obtained from independent AFM
measurements (Figure 3b and c).
This complex nature of the binary buckling pattern and
its transformation under increasing stress observed here can
be understood considering the buckling phenomena for stiffer
films deposited on a more compliant substrate. Periodic
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Figure 2. Buckling patterns of micropatterned LbL film: (a and b) one-dimensional buckling mode at low strain (about 0.2%), optical (a)
and AFM (b) images. (c) Height profile of buckling mode (dashed line in part b). (d) Binary buckling pattern at higher compression strain
(>0.3%); the inset is a 14 × 14 µm2 image showing the close look at the boundary line. (e) 2D FT of the buckling pattern (a) with three
distinct Fourier components. The dashed lines show corresponding cross sections demonstrated in Figure 3.

buckling patterns are formed spontaneously to minimize the
strain energy at compressive stress above a certain threshold
(Figure 4).1,27 The buckling occurs with a characteristic
periodicity, λ, determined by the mechanical properties of
the substrate and the film as
λ ) 2π t

[

(1 - ν2s )Ef

3(1 - ν2f )Es

]

1/3

(1)

where E and υ are the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s
ratio for film and substrate (f and s), respectively, and t is
the thickness of the film. The amplitude of the buckling
mode, A, depends on compressive strain induced as1
A ∼ λx

(2)

Finally, the critical strain for impending buckling instability,
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c, is determined by the ratio of elastic moduli26
c ) -

(

)

2
1 3Es(1 - υf )
4 E (1 - υ2)
f
s

2/3

(3)

General conditions for the buckling instability presented by
eqs 1-3 suggest that the coexisting wrinkles with different
periodicities are caused by different elastic properties of
regions with lower (without gold nanoparticles) and higher
(encapsulated gold nanoparticles) elastic moduli (Figure 4).
In fact, if the Poisson’s ratio is not altered significantly by
the presence of nanoparticles, then the buckling periodicity
should simply scale with the localized elastic modulus: λ
∼ tEf1/3. The nanoparticle reinforcement in selected regions
of the LbL film increases the elastic modulus by 2- to
3-fold,17 and such an increase should result in a significant
(50%) increase in the buckling periodicity (eq 1) (neglecting
10% difference in thicknesses). Moreover, a significant
Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 10, 2006

Figure 3. Cross-sectional profiles (left) and corresponding 1D FT plots (right) for different buckling patterns. The locations of the sections
are marked in optical image shown in Figure 2a and c with dashed lines.

decrease in the critical strain is expected for regions
reinforced with gold nanoparticles. Estimation of theoretical
threshold strains for two different regions from eq 3 gives
values c1 ) 0.18% and c2 ) 0.24% for nanoparticlecontaining and purely polymeric regions, respectively.
Therefore, for micropatterned LbL films designed here
with different elastic moduli of purely polymeric and
nanoparticle-reinforced regions, we can suggest that the
gradual compression should result in two strain-dependent
instabilities, strikingly different from uniform polymer films
studied earlier. Exceeding lower critical strain for stiffer
regions, c1, results in first buckling instability mode generated with λ1, whereas more compliant regions remain in a
planar state (Figure 4b). Further compression to strain above
c2 generates a second buckling mode in more compliant
regions with a smaller periodicity, λ2 (Figure 4b). The
experimentally observed transformations within 0.2-0.3%
strain range correspond closely to theoretical estimations
(within experimental accuracy). Estimation of the elastic
properties of two different regions from eq 1 gives E1 ) 3.0
( 0.7 GPa and E2 ) 1.6 ( 0.3 GPa; both values are in good
agreement with independently measured elastic modulus of
Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 10, 2006

the nanoparticle-containing LbL film (4-6 GPa) and the
polymer PSS-PAH film (1-2 GPa).28 Moreover, the
composite elastic modulus calculated from these values
assuming isostrain conditions is about 2.0 GPa, which
corresponds exactly to the actual modulus of 2.1 GPa as
measured independently from the bulging test. In addition,
the amplitude of the buckling pattern (A) within 80-100 nm
is fairly close to the theoretical estimation (100-200 nm from
eq 2).
The other interesting aspect of the observed binary
buckling phenomenon is the reorientation of the buckling
patterns after second transition, which manifests itself in
realignment of wrinkles within two regions at angles β1 )
39° and β2 ) 34° (Figure 2e). This unusual behavior
demonstrates significant coupling between the two buckling
modes and complex stress distribution. To clarify this
behavior, we modeled stress distribution within a two-phase
film with FEA. [In Figure 4c, the elastic modulus mismatch
was intentionally chosen to be high (8 times difference
instead of 2) in order to visualize the stress distribution.]
We observed a complex distribution of compressive stresses
within a more compliant region with a deviation of the local
2257

Figure 4. Different buckling scenarios: (a) a single buckling mode in uniform films under compressive stress; (b) binary buckling occurring
at different critical stresses in two-phase film. (c) 2D stress distribution from FEA modeling of two-phase film composed of domains with
different elastic moduli demonstrating mismatch along the boundary lines.

director from the longitudinal direction (up to 5° for actual
elastic parameters) in the vicinity of the boundary lines. Even
more important is a significant difference in the absolute
values of stresses developed within less and more compliant
regions under isostrain conditions (Figure 4c). This difference
causes shear stresses along the boundary lines not accounted
for in the simple model of the buckling instability. Thus,
we suggest that under the high shear stress the variation of
stress field along the boundary line creates a biaxial stress
distribution and causes spontaneous reorientation of the
wrinkles to realign the direction to the maximum local stress.
Bending of the wrinkles occurring at the boundary (5°) can
be related to additional stresses associated with the mismatch
of incommensurated periodicities at the boundary line. The
resulting zigzag pattern reminds us of a stretched version of
the herringbone pattern suggested as an effective way to relax
biaxial stresses.29
2258

Simultaneous measurement of micromechanical properties
of different microscopic regions within two-phase nanoscale
polymeric films from the binary buckling pattern can be
suggested as an intriguing metrology tool for rapid evaluation
of local, phase-specific micromechanical properties inaccessible with usual methods. The method has unique advantages
over other techniques, which include rapid screening, localized measurement, relative robustness and simplicity in
concurrent obtaining and processing the experimental data,
and sensitive to chemical composition of the microscopic
regions of multiphase materials.
In conclusion, we demonstrate strain-dependent formation
of the binary buckling patterns for specially designed twophase micropatterned nanoscale LbL films with alternating
regions of different elastic properties caused by the encapsulation of the micropatterned array of gold nanoparticles.
The complex wrinkle patterns observed here were caused
Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 10, 2006

by the variation of the stress field along the boundary line
due to the different mechanical properties of components in
the nanocomposite thin film. We suggest that the induction
of a specific buckling pattern via imprinting an array of
nanoparticles into nanoscale polymeric films can be expanded
toward much more complex multiscale wrinkles.
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